IPM: An integrated protein model for false discovery rate estimation and identification in high-throughput proteomics.
In high-throughput mass spectrometry proteomics, peptides and proteins are not simply identified as present or not present in a sample, rather the identifications are associated with differing levels of confidence. The false discovery rate (FDR) has emerged as an accepted means for measuring the confidence associated with identifications. We have developed the Systematic Protein Investigative Research Environment (SPIRE) for the purpose of integrating the best available proteomics methods. Two successful approaches to estimating the FDR for MS protein identifications are the MAYU and our current SPIRE methods. We present here a method to combine these two approaches to estimating the FDR for MS protein identifications into an integrated protein model (IPM). We illustrate the high quality performance of this IPM approach through testing on two large publicly available proteomics datasets. MAYU and SPIRE show remarkable consistency in identifying proteins in these datasets. Still, IPM results in a more robust FDR estimation approach and additional identifications, particularly among low abundance proteins. IPM is now implemented as a part of the SPIRE system.